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read.dta has a data.frame variable that contains the list of all enumerated dbid's. the data.frame variable has one column for each dbid and one row for each variable of the dataset. the read.dta function automatically restarts the process if a new set of dbid's is enumerated. if needed, the user can halt the process with sysstop or quit. each read.dta command has a data.frame variable that lists the variables of the dataset in a
column. the user can obtain a listing of these variables using the list.variables command. the user can get an image of the variable listing with the show. the user can also obtain a line number listing using text. as part of the new named user license agreement with adobe, adobe applications can be installed on a maximum of two computers and is associated with an adobe account. most users might install one copy on their work
computer and one on their home computer. this is the named-user license and it required users to create an account with adobe and use it to log in to the creative cloud. with the named user license, users download the creative cloud app and that app allows users to pick and choose which applications to install and update. the cost is $15. stata is the latest software title to be offered free; earlier this year, uab it began offering

nvivo for free as well. nvivo and stata presented uab it with an opportunity to provide free software to empower researchers, students and staff at minimal cost. other software such as adobe creative cloud, which is offered at a significant discount often represents significant costs the university cannot absorb.
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